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ANALYTIC SETS AS BRANCHED COVERINGS

BY

JOHN STUTZ

Abstract. In this paper we study the relation between the tangent structure of an

analytic set F at a point p and the local representation of V as a branched covering.

A prototype for our type of result is the fact that one obtains a covering of minimal

degree by projecting transverse to the Zariski tangent cone C3( V, p). We show, for

instance, that one obtains the smallest possible branch locus for a branched covering if

one projects transverse to the cone Ci{V,p~). This and similar results show that points

where the various tangent cones C¡(K, p), i=4, 5, 6, have minimal dimension give rise

to the simplest branched coverings. This observation leads to the idea of " Puiseux

series normalization", generalizing the situation in one dimension. These Puiseux

series allow us to strengthen some results of Hironaka and Whitney on the local

structure of certain types of singularities.

Introduction. In the study of analytic sets one often uses the fact that locally an

analytic set can be represented as a branched covering of an open set in Cn. The

classical method is as follows: given xeKan analytic subset, of pure dimension «,

of an open set t/<= Cm, one selects coordinates (xt) in Cm so that 77, the restriction

to some neighborhood Nx of x in V of the projection Cm^CXl.Xn, is light,

proper, and has image a domain D in CXii...iXn. Here CXl.Xn is the space spanned

by the coordinates x1}..., xm. One arranges things so that Vn+1, the image of Nx

under the projection Cm -*■ CXl.*n + 1, is an analytic set of dimension «, and further

that 7rn+1, the restriction to Kn+1 of the projection CXl.Xn + 1 -> CXl.Xn, is light,

proper, and has image D. V +1 is a hypersurface and one sees easily that it is de-

fined by the vanishing of Pn+1(x), a Weierstrass polynomial in xn+1. One shows

that the coordinate xn+1 can be chosen so that over a "general point" ■n'1(y) and

Tñ+i(y) have the same number of points.

The triple (Nx, -n, D) is what we will call a special branched covering. (We will

impose some extra technical restrictions, but these are not important here. See §2

for an exact definition.) This is a particular case of a branched covering as intro-

duced in [1].

Of prime importance when working with any branched covering is the nature of

its branch locus, that is the set of points where the covering map is not locally

biholomorphic. In the case above, (Nx, tx, D), we denote this by B(NX, tt). The

classical method does not yield a description of this set. All it shows is that
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B(NX, n)cn~1(S), where 8 is the analytic subset of D defined by the vanishing of

the discriminant of Pn+i(x). §1 is devoted to a description of the branch locus as

an analytic set.

There are two elementary questions that one may ask about the branch locus of

(Nx, n, D) which are outside the scope of the classical theory.

I. Let Sg V, the singular locus of V, be as defined in §1. Can n be chosen so that

B(Nx,n) = NxnSgVl

II. Let nn + 1: Nx-> Vn + 1 be the restriction of the projection Cm -> CXl.je#tl.

Can nn+1 be chosen so that nn + 1(B(Nx, n)) = B(Vn + 1, nn+,)1

In §2 we introduce the tangent cones C¡(V, x), i=3, 4, 5, defined by Whitney in

[2]. The role of C3(V, x) in describing a branched covering is already well known.

(See [3] and [4] for example.) We show that for I and II to have affirmative answers,

it is sufficient that dim C,(V, x) = n and dim C5(F, x) = n +1. In §3 we show that

the sets of points where dim CA[V,x)>n or dimC5(V,x)>n+l are analytic

subsets of V, of codimension ^ 2.

In §4 we assume that dim Sg V=n — 1, and introduce the following set :

J = {xe V : Sg Vis an n-1 manifold,

dim Ci(V, x) = n, and dim C6(V, x) = n +1}.

We show that if x e J, then near x, V has a Puiseux series normalization (see

Propositions 4.2 and 4.5). Using this, in §5, we study the structure of the set

C3(V)\J={JxeJ C3(V, x). A complete description of its analytic structure is given

in Propositions 5.2 and 5.8.

The results of §5 are closely related to Zariski's theory of equisingularity. (See

[7].) In particular the problem of finding converses to our results on questions I

and II leads naturally to a generalization of Zariski's discriminant criterion for

equisingularity. These results will appear in [14].

In §6 we use the above to sharpen the results gotten in [3] on "Smooth Attaching"

and the existence of "Smooth Wings." As a consequence of this one should be able

to simplify Whitney's proof of the existence of "Analytic stratifications satisfying

conditions A and B". Indeed the pair (F-Sg V, J) already satisfy conditions A

and B. (Here and below see the appropriate section for definitions.)

In the course of §5 we introduce an auxiliary tangent cone Ks( V, p). In §7 we

relate this cone to the "Blow up of Valong S". This allows us to show that Vis

normally flat along /, and so allows us to place the results of §5 in a more intrinsic

form. One should contrast this result with [10], where it is shown that any stratifi-

cation satisfying A and B is normally pseudo flat along each stratum. We conclude

this final section by showing that near each point x e J, V has a " semi-analytic

fibration". This was proved by Whitney for hypersurfaces in [2]. In [7] Zariski

pointed out the close connection of this result with the theory of saturation. We

will present a "Lipschitz version" of this result in [14].
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Some of the results of this are known, or are closely related to known results.

(Compare Lemma 3.3 with [12].) We have included them because we felt the

proofs given here were of some independent interest.

We will assume that the reader is familiar with the local theory of analytic sets

as presented in [1], [5], and [6]. The results of Chapter 7 of [6] will be especially

useful. Beyond this we will try to make the paper relatively self-contained at least

in the matter of definitions of terms.

Parts of this paper were contained in the author's thesis at Princeton University.

The author wishes to take this opportunity to thank his advisor Professor R. C.

Gunning for his help and encouragement. He also wishes to thank Professors

Henry Laufer and Helmut Röhrl for their assistance. Finally he wishes to thank

the referee for a number of improvements in the text, the most important of which

was the removal of an incorrect result, and the idea for a part of the proof of

Proposition 4.6.

1. General properties of branched covers. Let (X, 6X) he a pure «-dimensional

analytic space, U a domain in Cm, and /: X^-U a holomorphic map such that

(X,f U) is a branched cover as defined in [1, Chapter III]. Let x e X; we say that

(X,f U) is not branched at x if there are neighborhoods Nx and NHx) of x and

f(x) respectively such that/|A^: Nx-> NfM is biholomorphic. Let X' he the set

of points where (X,f U) is not branched.

1.1. Definition. B(X,f) = X-X'.

B(X,f) is the branch locus of (X,f U). We wish to show that it is an analytic

set. We begin by recalling a few facts about the tangent space to an analytic space.

Let ( Y, Oy) he an analytic space, not necessarily pure dimensional, and y e Y.

Define T( Y, y), the tangent space to Y at v, as in Chapter 5 of [1].

1.2. Definition. T(Y) = {JyeY T(Y,y).

Following [ 1], if çp: y^Zisaholomorphicmap,let<p#(v): T( Y,y)^ T(Z, (p(y))

he its differential. This gives an obvious map çp*: T( Y) <-»■ T(Z). In the case when

Tis an analytic subset of a domain i/<= Cm, and <p is the inclusion map, it is shown

in [2] that çp*(7\ Y)) is an analytic subset of T(U). This identification will always be

assumed in what follows. In general if v e Twe may select a neighborhood Ny of v,

a neighborhood U0 of 0 in Cm with m the tangential dimensional of Y at y, and a

biholomorphic map into Cm, y. Ny^- U0, with <p(y) = 0 such that V=<p(Ny) is an

analytic subset of U0. It is easy to see that <p#: T(Ny)-> T(V) is 1-1 and onto.

Further if <p' is a second such map, then it follows immediately from the inverse

function theorem that any extension of <p ° <p'_1 will be a holomorphic map be-

tween neighborhoods of 0 in Cm. From this it follows that we may give T( Y) the

structure of an analytic space by requiring that any such map <p be biholomorphic.

Next we must define Sg V. For k = 1,..., dim Twe have the following.

1.3. Definition.  Y(k)={y e Y : Y has a branch of dimension k at y}.

It is shown in [1] that Y(k) is an analytic space of pure dimension k. Let S(Y) be

the set of points near which Y is not a manifold.
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1.4. Definition. Sg Y=S(Y)u (\J0Sk«,imY Ym).

Sg Y is what we will call the singular locus of Y. It is an analytic subspace of Y

of dimension less than dim Y. It is quite easy to see that Sg (X)^B(X,f) for any

(X,fi U). In order to describe B(X,f) — Sg (X) we need a definition and a lemma.

1.5. Definition. Let V be an analytic subset of a domain U<^Cm. Let IF be a

proper analytic subset of V containing Sg V. A set of holomorphic vector fields

(v,) on U will be called a Whitney vector field set for F relative to Wif

(a) £;/>>) = 0 for all; if >>e W;

(b) {Vj(y)} spans T(V, y)ifye V- W.

If one has V and W as in 1.5, and y e V then it follows from Lemma 15.1 in [3]

that there is neighborhood Ny of y in Cm on which there is a Whitney vector field

set for Ny n V relative to Ny n W.

1.6. Lemma. LetV, Uand Wbe as in 1.5, Tan analytic set ofdimension I contained

in a domain S<^C\ and g: V ̂ -T a holomorphic map onto T. Suppose that g ~ *(Sg T)

<= W and set

W' = Wv{yeV-W' : rankg*(y) < I};

W is an analytic set. If g is proper and g(W)^T, then W is a proper subset of V.

Proof. Let (v¡) be as in 1.5 and (Rk) the set of all /-tuples, (vuk), of the x>¡. For

each k we define a holomorphic, Ixt matrix valued function Qk on Vby

Qk(y) =

(<p ° g)*iy)(vi,kiy))'

(<p ° g)*iy)ivi,kiy))

Here tp: F-> S is the inclusion map. Set Wk={ye V : rank Qkiy)<l} and W"

= C\k vVk. W" is an analytic set. From 1.5(a) it follows that W<= W". From 1.5(b)

it follows that W'-W= W" - W and so W'=W". Let (F/) be the set of global

branches of F which are not contained in W. If g(W)j=T and g is proper, then g

onto implies, for some/ g(V,) has dimension /. For such a V, Propositions 1 and 2

of §7.2 of [5] imply that F;4= W. This concludes the proof.

By working locally one easily obtains the following global version of 1.6.

1.7. Corollary. 1.6 continues to hold if we replace V and W by analytic spaces.

Now we come to the main result in this section.

1.8. Let X be a pure n-dimensional analytic space and (X,fi U) a branched

covering.

(a) B(X,f) is an analytic space of dimension <n.

(b) Let x g X. If dimx B(X,f) < n — I then there is a neighborhood Nx of x such

that the global branches (X,) of Nx are manifolds and

B(X,f) nNx=       U      (1* r\ X,2).
<Jl.J2y.h* Í2
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Proof. Sg X<=B(X,f) and it is easy to see that B(X,f)-Sg X={xeX-SgX :

rank fif(x)<ri}. It thus follows from 1.7 that B(X,f) is an analytic set. f(B(X,f)) is

a negligible analytic set and so is of dimension <«. (a) now follows from the

equation

dim/(2?(X,/)) = max \dimB(X,f)-dim(f-\f(x)) n B(X,f))]
xeX   ix x J

since fis light. Thus (a) is proved.

Suppose that for x e X we have dim* B(X,f) < « — 1. Select A7* so that

(a) (Nx,f\Nx,f(Nx)) is a branched covering;

(b) dim B(X,f) c\Nx<n-l.

We may replace Nx by f~1(Nnx)) where NfM is a simply connected open set

mthf(x) e Nf(x)<=f(Nx) and so assume that f(Nx) is simply connected. Since f(Nx)

is a domain we see that (Xj,f\Xj,f(Nx)) are all branched coverings which have

dim/(/3(Ari,/|A')))<«-l. From 44.45 in [6] it follows thatf(Nx)-f(B(Xi,f\Xj))

is simply connected and so since X, is globally irreducible thatf\Xj — B(Xj,f\Xj) is

biholomorphic. It now follows from Hartogs' extension theorem that f\X} is bi-

holomorphic and so X¡ is a manifold, and rank fie(y) = n for all v e X¡. Using our

description of B(X,f) above we see

Sg XnNx = B(X,f) nNx =       \J      (Xh n Xh).
Ul,f¿Kíi*Ja

This completes the proof.

2. Special branched coverings. We begin by fixing our notation. Let F be a

pure «-dimensional analytic subset of U, a domain in Cm. Let x0 e V.

2.1. Definition. C3(V,x0)={veCm : there are sequences (^jc F and (a;)cC

with (p¡) -> x0 and (a¡(pj — x0)) -*■ v}. C3( V, x0) is the Zariski tangent cone to V at x0.

It is shown in [3] that C3(V, x0) is a pure «-dimensional algebraic set. Let H be

an »7-« plane in Cm with H n C3(V, x0) = (x0). Select coordinates (x¡) in Cm so that

xQ is the origin and H={xeCm : xt=0 for i^n}, and let tth: V->Cn he the

restriction to V of the projection Cm -> CXl.Xn (this continues the notation of the

introduction).

2.2. Proposition. n^O) n V is discrete.

Proof. 77^(0) n V is an analytic set. If it is not discrete there is a sequence

(/>y)c7rff HO) c» V with (/7y) -> 0. By passing to a subsequence we may assume that

(Pil\Pi\) -> Vy+O. Then for any ae C we have a(pj/\pj\) -^ av e H n C3(V, 0), and

so the latter will not be discrete as assumed above. It is shown in [1] that 2.2 implies

that there is a neighborhood L of 0 in Cm so that if we replace V by 7V0 = V n L,

TtHhy tth\V r\L and set 7rH(K n L) = D then (A^o, tt^, D) is a branched covering.

In [2] the following is observed.

2.3. L may be taken to be a product Lj xL2 with L1 open in CXl.Xn and L2

openinC*n+1.Xm so that

(a) tth(No)=Lu
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(b) if L3<^L, is an open set with 0 e L3 then we may replace L by L3 xL2 and all

the above continue to hold.

In particular we see that D may be taken to be a polydisk.

2.4. Definition. A branched covering (7Y0, nH, D) obtained as above will be

called a special branched covering.

When we are looking at a fixed covering we will generally suppress the subscript

"77" on n and "0" on N. In order to attack question I of the introduction we

introduce a second tangent cone.

2.5. Definition. CA[V, 0)={v e Cm : there are sequences (p}) and (v,) with

ip,)<= V-Sg V, (P]) -* 0, v, e T( V, Pj), and (v,) -> v}.

2.6. Proposition. There is a neighborhood N of 0 in V such that Sg V r\ N

=B(N,n)ifHnCi(V,0) = (0).

Proof. If B(V, n)=/=Sg Vin any neighborhood of 0 then we see from our descrip-

tion of B(V, n) in §1 that there is a sequence (/>;)c V— Sg V with (p}) -> 0 and

rank n*(p¡) < n. Since ker n^(p^)<=-H for all j, we can find v¡ e T(V, p) so that (v¡)

-> v, a nonzero element of H n CA[V, 0). This gives a contradiction and so com-

pletes the proof.

It is shown in [2] that C3(V, 0)cC4(K, 0), and that CA[V, 0) is an algebraic set.

Thus to be able to represent V, near 0, as a cover (N, n, D) with B(N, n) = Sg V n N

it is sufficient that dim C4( V, 0) = n. We now go to question II.

Let us assume we have fixed a special branched cover (N, n, D) as above. For

each integer /, i=n + l,.. .,m,letnm: V-> CXl.XntXi be the restriction to Fofthe

projection Cm-^-CXí.Xn¡x¡. It follows from Lemma 9.7 in [3] that we can find

7_<= Cm, a neighborhood of 0, so that if we replace Nby N r\ L, and D by n(N n D)

then

2.7. (a) (N, n, D) remains a special branched cover.

(b) nm(N)= V is an analytic subset of U=L n CXl.Xn¡Xi of pure dimension n.

(c) If we set 7Tj : V -*■ CXl.Xn equal to the restriction of the projection CXl.Xn<Xi

-*■ CXi.Xn then 7ri(Fi) = D and (V\ iru D) is a special branched covering.

All the assertions except for dim V' = n are immediate. This follows from the

fact that (n^-^^H n n'^O) and so w* is light near 0.

2.8. Definition. We will say that (N, n, D) has good hypersurface models if,

for i—n+l,..., m,

(a) 771 is a homeomorphism;

(b)n\B(N,n)) = B(Vi,ni).

Let x e V. We introduce the tangent cone needed to answer question II.

2.9. Definition. C5(V, x)={veCm : there are sequences (p¡), (ay)<= V and (a,)

c C so that (p,), (q,) -> x and (a,(pj - q,)) -* v}.

For each i, set 77(i)={x e 77 : x,=0}.

2.10. For each i, 2.8 (a) and (b) will hold with N replaced by a sufficiently small

neighborhood of 0 in V if 77* n C5( V, 0) = (0).
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Proof. It is immediate that 7rf is continuous and onto. It is open since it is a

restriction of the open map Cm -> CXl.*„,*,. Suppose it is not 1-1 on any neigh-

borhood of 0. Then we can find sequences (pj) and (q,) so that TTi(Pj) = Tri(qj), (p,),

(?,)-> 0 and HPi-q¡)l\Pi-qJ(l-+v+Q- since &)~Kx)={x+ye Cm : x+y e V

and y e H*} for any xe V we have a contradiction and 2.8(a) is proved. To prove

2.8(b) it suffices to show that Tri(N0-B(V,Tr))=Ví-B(Ví,Tri). Suppose that

x e V— Sg V with rank Tr^(x) = n. Since *r*=7ri# o tt'*, rank -n%(x) = n and so, since

7r' is a homeomorphism, 77i(x) e K'-Sg Vi and rank ^.(^(x)) = «. Thus tt'Lt) e V1

— B(V\ 77(). Conversely suppose that xe V — Sg V with rank nu(x) = n. tt'\N0

— B(N0,tt) is biholomorphic and so by the Riemann extension theorem

(■7Ti)~1\Vi — Sg V1 is holomorphic and so rank Tr%[(Tri)~1](x) = n. Thus rank 7r*(x) = «

and this completes the proof.

2.11. Corollary. IfC5(V, 0) n 22={0} then, near 0, V is a manifold.

Proof. As above our hypothesis will imply that tth is 1-1. Since 7r is light, F pure

dimensional and D nonsingular -n is open and so a homeomorphism. We see that it

is biholomoprhic by using the Riemann extension theorem as above.

2.11 implies that dim C5( V, x) ä « +1 if x e Sg V.

2.12. Proposition. If dim Ch(V, 0) = « +1 then we can find coordinates (x¡) such

that ifH={x e Cm : x¡=0for /;>«} then

(a) 22nC3(F,0) = (0),

(b) 22inC5(F,0) = 0/ori = «+l,...,/«.

Proof. We begin by selecting an m - (n + 1 ) plane 2? with fí n C5( V, 0) = 0. Using

Lemma 9.11 in [3] we find an m-n plane H with H<=H and C3(V, 0) n 22=(0).

Select coordinates so that H is as above and H=Hn + 1.

Let veCm — (0) be given, then any u e Cm — (0) can be written uniquely as

u = Mj + u2 where «j = av and u2 ■ v = 0. (Here " • " is the inner product relative to the

coordinates (x,).) Define 7r„: Cm -> Cm by

ttv(u) = ux   if ueCm-iff),

= 0     if u = 0.

2.13. Definition. For u,veCm,\u,v\* = \u-Trv(u)\/\u\.

It is shown in §2 of [3] that | , |* is symmetric independent of length, and

satisfies the "triangle inequality". Since CS(V, 0) is a cone, C5(V, 0) n 22n+1 = (0)

implies

inf \u,v\* = inf \ü,v\* = 8 > 0.
ZeH" + i;ueC5(V,0) tieif + i;«eC5(7,0);|fl| = |v| = 1

Set Hk={xeCm : x¡ = 0 for Hn and xn+1 + (S/2)xfc=0} for k=n + 2,...,m. Let

u=(0, ...,un+1,---,um)eHk for some k, ü = (0,..., 0, un+2,..., um) e Hn + 1, then

'''     zr=.+il««l   2 2,--»+iN = 2
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This implies that for v e C5(V, 0), u i Hk, 8 á \Q, v\*^ \u, u\* + \u, v\*^ 8/2+ \u, v\*

and so Hk n C5(V, 0) = (0). Select new coordinates (*¡) as follows:

x¡ = Xi for i ^ »4-1,

Xi = xn+, + (c%/2)xi   for / ^ »+2,

If F: Cm -> Cm denotes the map given by this change of coordinates, then

F*(0)(Hk) = Hk for k^n + 2, and F*(0) leaves 77and 77"+ 1 fixed. It is shown in [2]

that Fji/O) leaves C¡(V, 0) fixed for 1=3, 5, so this completes the proof.

Proposition 2.11 gives a sufficient condition for question II to have an affirma-

tive answer. If one wishes to obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for I and II

to hold, it seems that in general one will need to consider "relative" tangent cones.

We will illustrate this with an example. Let 77 be as usual.

2.14. Definition. CA[V, 77, 0)={ueCm: there are sequences (p¡) and (v}) with

(/>,)<= V- Sg V, (P]) -> 0, v, e T( V, p,) n 77 and v, -> v).

We get the following extended form of Proposition 2.6.

2.15. Proposition. There is a neighborhood NofO in V such that (N, nH, D) is a

branched cover with Sg V n N=B(N, nH) if and only ifC¿V, H, 0)={0}.

The proof is the same as that for Proposition 2.6, so we omit it.

Let us consider V<=-C3 given by V={(x,, x2, x3) : x3 = x,xl). One sees easily that

Sg V=CXl. Because F is a hypersurface one sees that, for x e F-Sg V,

T(V, x) = {veC3 : (v,, v2, v3)-(-xl, -2x,x2, 2x3) = 0}.

In this example 77 will be a line, i.e. H={au e Cm : a e C} for some fixed u e C3.

We will show that C4( V, 77, 0) + (0) for all 77, and so that V cannot be represented

as a special branched covering with branch locus a line. This example is of some

importance in the theory of equisaturation (see [7]).

We consider two cases. Write u = (u,,u2,u3) and assume u,=£0. For (x,,x2)

6 CXltX2-(CXl u CX2) we have (*1; x2, x{l2x2) e V and so

ueT(V,(x„x2,x\l2x2))

if —x\u, — 2x,x2u2 + x\2x2u3 = 0. If we begin with x1 e CXl — (0) satisfying —2x,u2

+ x{l2u3 + 0 we can find x2 e CX2 — (0) so that the above hold. From this we see

that there is a sequence (p,)^V-Sg V with (p,)-^0 and ueT(V,p¡) and so

u e Ci(V, 77, 0). If u, = 0 then one sees that ueT(V, (0, x2, 0)). This completes our

proof.

3. Dimension theorems. Let V be as in §2. We wish to show that {x e Sg V :

dim C4( V, x) > n) and {x e Sg V : dim C5( V, x) > n +1} are analytic sets of dimen-

sion ¿n — 2. We begin with two technical lemmas.

3.1. Definition. Let IF be an analytic set, Zan analytic subset of Wx C, and

g: WxC -> IF the projection map. We say that X is a holomorphic family of

cones over W if
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(a) dimg-Hx) n X>0 for all xeW,

(b) if (x, y)e X then (x, ay) e X for any aeC.

3.2. Proposition. Let P1'1 be the projective I-1 space andfi: Wx C' — (0) -*■ W

xP1'1 be the identity across the usual map C' — (0)^^P1~1. Suppose that X satisfies

3.1(b), thenfi(X- Wx (0)) is an analytic subset ofWxP1-1.

Proof. Let dim X= N and define (Xm), k = 0,..., N, as in 1.3. From 3.1 we see

that X(0) is empty. Suppose that (x, y) e Xm for k^O, and let 7 be a branch of X

through (x, y) of dimension k containing (x, y). For aeC, Ya={(x', ay') : (x', y')

e Y} is a ¿-dimensional branch of X containing (x, ay). Thus we may assume that

X is pure Af-dimensional.

It follows from [5, Proposition 3, p. 131] that each x e X— Wx (0) is contained

in an open set Nx of WxC — (0) such that/(AQ is a neighborhood of/(x) and

fi(Nx n X) is an analytic subset off(Nx). The problem is to "put together" these

local results.

Let g: WxP1'1 -> Wbe the projection. Let Fc Wbe an open set with compact

closure F. It is sufficient to show that/(Z- Wx (0)) n g~\T) is an analytic subset

of g_1(T). Let Ë={z e Cm : |z| = l} and E= Wx Ë. Since Fis compact we can find

a finite set (xt)<=X- Wx(0), and (A^,) as above, so that (NXi) cover g_1(F)

n (XnE). Now from 3.1(b), we have

fiX- Wx (0)) n g-\T) = /(U NXl nX)n g~\T) = f(E n X) n §-\T).

Since NXt is finite, f((J NXi n X) n g-^F) is an analytic subset of/(U TV*,)

n g_1(T). To see that it is an analytic subset of g-1(F) we must see that it is closed

there. f(E n X) n g_1(T) is easily seen to be closed so this completes the proof.

Remark. If 3.1(a) also holds then, for all xeW,

(dimg-^x^ + l = dim(g-1(x)-(xx0)) = dimg'^x).

3.3. Lemma. Let X be an analytic space of dimension r, Y an analytic set of

dimension s and h: X-> Y a proper holomorphic map. Suppose that r^s>0 and set

A={y e Y : dim A_1(j)>r-i}. A is an analytic subset of Y of dimension ¿s— 1.

Proof. Let ( Y¡) be the global irreducible branches of Y. ( Y,) is a locally finite set

and A|A_1(1^) ¡s st¡u proper, so it suffices to prove 3.3 with Y globally irreducible.

Let (Xm) be as in 1.3 and let (X¡) be the global branches of X(r\ If dim h(X,)<s

then since

min  dim h~1(y) = dim X¡—dim h(X})>r—s

we have h(X,)<=A. If dim h(X,)=s then h(X¡)= Y and so we may apply Corollary

1.7 with W, = Sg X, u A-2(Sg Y). The W¡ we obtain will be a proper subset of X,.

From the implicit function theorem we see that if x e X,— W¡ then

dim^A"^*)) = r—s.
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Let *=Ux,:aim «*,><.} X, and C=(U*<r X™) U (\JjeD W]) where

D = {X, : dim h(X}) = s).

Then

3.4. A=Bu{ye Y : dim (A"\y) n C)>r-j}.

Define (C<k)) as usual and assume C<r-1> is not empty. Let (Cj) be its global

branches. Since A(C;) will be globally irreducible, if dim A(Q)^ s— 1 we may argue

as we did for X}eD and so replace C¡, in 3.4, by a proper analytic subset. If

dimA(Cy)<j-l we may argue as we did for X^B that C^A. Thus in 3.4 we

may enlarge B and replace C by an analytic set of dimension <r— 1. Continuing

in this way we will reach a point where dim C<r—s. Then the second set in 3.4

will be empty and we will be done.

Let V, U be as in §2, then for i=3, 4, 5,

3.5. Definition, (a) C,(K)={(x, v) e UxCm : x e V and v e Q(V, x)}.

(h) For S<= V, Cl(V)\S=Ci(V) nSxCm.

It is shown in [2] that C¡(V), i=4, 5, are analytic subsets of UxCm. In order to

apply the preceding lemmas to C¡(F)|Sg V, i=4, 5, we must compute their dimen-

sions. Let T(V) be as in 1.2, and let Tequal the closure of T(V) n(V-SgV)x Cm

in VxCm intersected with Sg Vx Cm. It is shown in [2] that 7==C4(F)|Sg V, and

so it follows from Lemma 2.15 in [2] that dim C¿V)|Sg K^2«- 1. It is also shown

in [2] that C3(V, x)<^C¿V, x) and dim C3(V, x)=«. The map

g:Ct(V)\SgV^SgV

induced by projection is onto, so from [6] we see that dim C4(F)|Sg V=2n — \ if

dimSg V=n-\.

Let V*=Vx Vx Cm. For each pair of integers (i,j), i+j, 1 á i, júm, we define

auj: Cm x Cm x Cm -» C by

i        \     A** (Pi-Qi  Pi~ai\

The entries in the matrix are the components of p—q and v. The vanishing of

(oti(/) defines an analytic set B; let B* = B n V* and A the diagonal in Vx V. We

have a map A: B* -> A induced by projection. As observed in [2], A|2?*— A-1(A.)

^ VxV—A is onto and has 1-dimensional fibers, and so dim(B*—h~1(A))

= 2n + l. Let T be the closure of B*-h-\A) in V* intersected with A_1(A). It is

shown in [2] that 7" is biholomorphically equivalent to C5(V) so dim C5(F)|Sg V

g 2«. From Corollary 2.11 we see that dim C5( V, x) > « and so as above

dim C5(F)|Sg V=2n again assuming dim Sg V=n-l.

Observing that the C¡(F)|Sg F satisfy 3.1 with g in each case the projection onto

Sg V, we have

3.6. Proposition, {x e Sg V : dim C¿V, x)>«} and {x e Sg V : dim C5(V, x)>

n +1} are analytic sets of dimension ^ « — 2.
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Proof. If dim Sg V<n—l then the proposition is immediate; if dim Sg V=n—l

then it follows from 3.2 and the remarks following it together with 3.3.

4. A result on normalization. Let V, U be as usual and assume that dim Sg V

=«-1. Set Sg2 F=Sg (Sg V). For a fixed x0 e Sg F-Sg2 V, let Nbea neighbor-

hood of x0 such that N n Sg2 V is empty and let ( V¡) be the global branches of N.

4.1. Definition. V, will be said to have a Puiseux series normalization if there is

an n-disk D<=Cn, and a holomorphic map/3: 73 -> V, such that

(a) /is a homeomorphism,

(b) we can find coordinates (xt), (y¡) in Cn and Cm with x0 = 0 and fi(0) = 0 so

that fi can be given in the form

fiix) — C*l> ■ ■ ■> xn-l, xn',fin+l,iix), ■ ■ -,fim,iix))-

We will say that V has a Puiseux series normalization at x0 if 4.1 holds for each

of Vf, using the same D and the same coordinates.

4.2 Proposition. Ifx0 e Sg F-Sg2 Vanddim Ca[V, x0)=n then VhasaPuiseux

series normalization at x0.

Proof. Let 77 be an m—n plane through x0 and transversal to CA[V, x0).

F(Sg V, ̂ 0) = C3(Sg V, *0)cCt(F, x0) so we can take coordinates (xt) such that

4.3. (a) 77={xeCm : x¡ = 0forí^«},

(b) SgV={xe U : x¡ = 0 for i^n}.

As in 2.6 we can find a neighborhood N of x0 so that if n=nH and D=n(N) then

(TV, n, D) is a special branched cover with B(N, n) = Sg V n N.

Let (F;) be the global branches of TV. Since V¡^B(N, n) for any/ we have

n(V,) = D and so (Fy, rr| V„ D) is a special branched covering. Let D'=n(Sg NXo)

then n\V,-n~1(D') is a connected prto-l covering of D-D' for some integer^.

Let D be a second copy of D and define h,: 73 -*■ 7) by A/x) = (^1,..., x„_i, *J>).

hj\D—hj~1(D') is also a connected />,-to-l covering of D — D' so there is a biholo-

morphic map//: D-hf^D')^ V,-n-\D') with hj\D-hjí(D') = nfi¡. Such a

homeomorphism exists since the fundamental group of D — D' is the integers: It is

holomorphic since h,\D — hj\D') and n\V, — n~\D') are locally biholomorphic.

By the Riemann extension theorem // extends to a map fi: ß-> V¡ with h, = n -fi,.

From the definition of h¡ we see that 4.1(b) holds and so that/, is 1-1. Since V,

— n~1(D') is dense in V,, it is also onto. It is easy to see that 73 being locally irre-

ducible implies V, locally irreducible and so from [6] we see that fi, is open. Thus

4.1(a) holds.

There is a fundamental distinction to be made between the components (V,).

4.4. Definition. We say that V, gives essential branching if dim (V, r\ Sg V)

=n — I. If dim ( V, n Sg V) < n — 1 we say it gives fake branching.

We will refer to the V, as essential or fake, depending on the type of branching

they give. Since B(V„ n\ V,)<= V, n Sg Fit follows as in 1.8(b) that if V, is fake then

V, is nonsingular and n\ V, is biholomorphic.
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4.5. Proposition. If(N, n, D) has good hyper surface models then none of the V¡

arefake.

Proof. LetTTn+1:N^Vn+1heas in 2.8 and set (Vf*1) = (Trn*1(Vj)). Fix one

Vh. For any other Vjt x0 e V, n V,0 so Vf*1 n Kyn0+1 is not empty. *7+1 is a

hypersurface and F"0+1 is globally irreducible, so since tt"*1 is a homeomorphism

dim Vj n F;o = dim Vf *1 n K,n0+1 = « -1. Since K, n Ki(J <= Sg K n TV we have

dim (F; n Sg Fn TV) = dim (F;o n Sg NXo) = n— 1. This completes our proof.

Our notion of fake branching does not correspond exactly to the intuitive idea.

What we want is to consider as essential all branches which "behave like" non-

manifold branches. For example

4.6. Proposition. IfV¡ is essential, then if we write/tí = 2™=o/ÍXJfi> • • ■» *n-i)*5

we will have fkj=0 for all i,j when k<p¡.

Proof. Fix one V,. If Vj is essential then tt'^D') n F, = Sg VnN={x e Cm :

Xj=0 for i^n} and so/^^O. Suppose that for some i, k with 0<k<p¡ we have

fi,} not identically zero. From the pairs i, k, choose iQ, k0 so that k0 is as small as

possible. Assume first that/£°;(0)#0. Let P: Vj-> CXl.,n_liI|o be the restriction

of the coordinate projection. P~1(0) = 0 so we may select a neighborhood Vuo of

0 in Vj such that if D0=P(Vj0) then (Kíi0, P| Vjt0, D0) is a branched covering. For

Vti0 small, fko°j(0)^0 will imply that P|(Ki>0 —Sg V) is a topological covering map

of degree k0. However, the original covering (V, n, D), used to define the Puiseux

series fj, was itself defined by projecting along an «-plane transverse to C3(V, 0).

From Theorem 6.3 in [4] we see that a covering of degree k0 is impossible and so

fik0°j must be a nonunit. In fact, all the terms fkf must be nonunits if they are not

identically zero. Now to each vector a=(an,.. .,am)eCm~n+1 we associate a

projection 7ra: V¡-> Cn by restricting the map (xu ...,xm)\-+ (xu ..., xn_1;

2™=n aixd to Vj- Suppose that, for some choice of a, 77a restricted to a neighborhood

VJto of 0 in Vj defines a branched covering. Then by examining the Jacobian of

77a of one sees that p e (K/-0-Sg V) n B(Vj¡0, ttu\ Vj¡0) if and only if

gWíKp)) = ¿ [anxl>+    t+xa<fu)<Jf\P)) = 0.

Thus B(VJto, 77a|Ki>0) = Sg F near 0 if and only if g is of the form g=uxi with

z/(0)^0. Notice that if we expand g(x1}..., xn) as a power series in xn, say g(x)

= 2i" og'(*i "'■■*!!-i)*i» then the first nonzero coefficient function possible is

gfco-1=/c0 2?=m+i aifi.l- By considering the relation required on the initial terms of

power series expansions of the/$, one finds that the set of a e Cm~n + 1 for which

g""'1 is not identically zero contains the complement of a proper subspace. How-

ever, note that if gk°~1 is not identically zero, then, since it is also not a unit, we

cannot write g=uxn as above. Thus among the aeCm~n+1 which define coverings

via the maps 7ra, those for which B(V¡¡0, Tra\ Fij0) = Sg V near 0 are contained in a

proper subspace of Cm_n+1. From Proposition 2.5 we see that this is impossible
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since dim C4(F, 0)=«. Thus the assumption of the existence of a nonzero term

fkj with 0<k<p, leads to a contradiction and our proof is complete.

The term "Puiseux series" as employed above is due to Kimura in [8]. 4.2 proves

the existence of Puiseux series in all the cases claimed in [8] and so closes the gap

in [8] pointed out in [9], Kimura's criterion for normality follows immediately

from our more geometric definition off,.

Finally we note that our conditions on C4(F, x) and C5(V, x) are not necessary.

We could obtain Propositions 4.2 and 4.6 by beginning with the assumption that F

can be represented as a special branched cover with B(V,n)={xeU : x¡ = 0 for

i^n} all of whose branches are essential.

5. Continuity of C3(V, y) along /. Let x0 eJ. We take TV as in the preceding

section, and continue the notations used there.

In particular coordinates will be taken so that 4.3 continues to hold. Proceeding

as in 2.12 we may modify the (xt) so that (TV, n, D) has good hyperplane models.

Finally we may assume that TV n Sg F<=F Set S=N n Sg V, and for each y e S

let Ty be the m — n + l plane orthogonal to S at y.

5.1. Definition, (a) V^TyCsN.

(b)    V^TyCW,.

5.2. Proposition. C3( V¡, y) = C3( Vf,y, y) x C3(S, y) for allyeS and allj.

Proof. We will show that C3(Vj,y)<=C3(VjLfy,y)xC3(S,y). Assuming this we

note that

vuv - Mix e D : xt = ytfor i = 1,...,«-1})

and so is an irreducible 1-dimensional analytic set. Thus by Lemma 11.2 in [3],

C3( Vfiy, y) is a complex line, and so C3( Vj;v, y) x C3(S, y) is an «-plane. Since

dim C3(V„ y) = n, the inclusion implies equality.

Let (/>*;)<= V, and (afc)<= C be sequences with (pk) -> 0 and (akpk) -> v. We may

assume that v $ C3(Sg S, y) and so that (pk) n Sg S is empty.

5.3. (a) Define sequences (qk)<=CN, (r^C'1 and (**)<= C by ff\pk)=qk

=ir*,sk).

(b) Let W=limk akfi(rk, 0) and i=limfc akfi(0, sk).

From 4.1 (b) we see that Wexists. We want to show that t exists and that v = w +1.

This would complete the proof for y = 0. As in [2] we see that given e > 0 there is an

integer L such that, if k^L,

\fiiqk) -W, sk) -fi.(0)(qk - (0, sk)) \e*\qk-(0,sk)\.

Since qk-(0,sk) = (rk, 0)=fi(rk, 0) we see that e\ak(qk-(0,sk))\ is near e|w| for k

large. From 4.1(b) and 4.6 we see that/y,(0)(afc —(0, sk))=fi(rk, 0) and so

flk|/A?*)-//.(0)(?fc-(o,i*))]

is near v — w for k large. The above together show that t exists and t = v — w.
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If j^O we change coordinates by a translation a with a(y) = 0; If we set V=a(V)

then a( Vf¡y) = Vjio and one sees easily that we are reduced to the above case.

5.4. Corollary. For yeJ, C3( V, y) is the union of a finite number of n-planes.

Proof. As shown in [2], C3(V, v) = (Jí C3(Vi<y,y).

We want to show that C3(K,)|S is an «-plane bundle. To do this we introduce an

auxiliary tangent space. Let yeS.

5.5. Definition, (a) Ks(Vj, y)={veCm : there are sequences (/»^^(í^í

and (ak)c C such that (pk) ->y,pke Vfjlk, and (ak(pk - tk)) -^ v}.

(b) Ks(Vj) = {jyeS(y)xKs(Vj,y).

It is shown in [3] that KS(V¡) is an analytic subset of Sx Cm of dimension «.

Using this we see that Ks(Vj) is actually a holomorphic family of cones over S.

3.1(b) is immediate and 3.1(a) holds since C3(VfyV,y)^Ks(Vity,y). Let f:SxCm

-(0)->SxPm~1heas in 3.2, then K=f(Ks(Vj)-Sx(0)) is an analytic subset of

SxP""'1 of dimension « — 1. Define a function A: S-> K as follows:

h(y) = f((y) x C3( Vtv, y) - (0))   for y e S.

5.6. Lemma. A is continuous as a map into SxPm_1.

Proof. We show continuity at x0, the same proof will work at any other point.

Pick peS, and write p = (p',0) where p' eCXl.Xn_v Let (pi)cV£P such that

(Pi)->~P and define (s¡)^C hy (p', s¡)=fj~1(pl). From 4.5, Vt is essential so by 4.6

we may writefiJ = JikiPjflcjXkl. If we set (a¡) = (ll\s¡\p)) then

lim \a,(p,-p)\2 = lim
m 12-1

i+ 2    2/M/M-"'
¡ = n+l     Jcgpj I J

= i+2 I/Ml2-
I = n+1

Let us call this quantity A. Now we have

(\pt-P,Mo,Si)n ¿ H%f-%f*w
£ 2?=n+i I 2fca,i(/gX/>)-/1!X0)M-,,*la

|ai(P¡-/')|2

The limit of the right side as /^ co is lM(2f-n+i l/#(/>)-/#(0)|2)- Thus for |/j|

small and /large |p¡-y?,/,(0, j,)|* can be made arbitrarily small. Let v^ e C3{Vf¡p,p)

and v2 e C3iVfiQ, 0), both nonzero. It follows from Lemma 8.15 in [3] that for /

sufficiently large both \vuPi~p\* and |i>2,/;(0, i()|* will be arbitrarily small. Com-

bining the above we have that, for \p\ small, \vu v2\* can be made arbitrarily

small. This completes the proof.

5.7. Lemma. For peS, KS(VI>V) = C3( Vf,p, p).
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Proof. Let (F¡), (/,), (a¡) and v be as in 5.5(a). Define (j,)cCby (r¡, s¡)=f,'1(p,)

where t, = (r¡, 0). This is as in 5.3. We have from 4.6

a«(/>i-*«) = 4s''' 2 /n\i>iK,---> 2 f£Mrt)
\        kïpy kip, I

and so ce=lim¡-.c0 a¡sf must exist. Then

lim aJip,-t,) = «(hf:iU)(p'), - --,fZip'))
1-.00

when p = (p', 0). Thus Ks(V„p) is a line. Since C3(V,iP,p)<= KS(V,,p) we are done.

5.8. Proposition. C3(V,)\S is an n-plane bundle over S.

Proof. Letg: K-> 5 be the restriction of the projection SxP"1'1-^ S. From 5.7

it follows that g is a homeomorphism, since g_1=h, and so 7? is globally irreducible.

Now from 1.7 we see there is a proper analytic subset A<=-K so that g\K—A -*■ S

—g(A) is biholomorphic. By the Riemann extension theorem A extends biholo-

morphically from S—g(A) to S and K is a manifold. Taking local coordinates in

Pm~1 and using the definition off we see that KS(V,) is a line bundle. Now the

proposition follows from 5.2.

We next show that C3(V,)\S= C¿V,)\S. Since Q(V, y) = (Ji C,(Fy, y) for y e S it

follows from 3.9 in [3] that the closure of C3(F)|/ in Sg Fx Cm is an analytic set.

This set will in general be larger than C3(V)\Sg V. See for example 7.8 in [2].

5.9. Proposition. C3(V„y) = Ci(Vj,y)foryeS.

Proof. We will show that C¿V„ y) is an «-plane. Since C3(V¡, v)<= C,(V,, y) and

is also «-dimensional this is sufficient. Let v e CA\V,,j) and pick (/?,)= V, — S and

(v,)<=Cm with (p,)->p, v, e T(Vj,p¡), and (v¡) -> v. Define (a¡), (r¡), (s¡) as in 5.3 and

(v¡)^Cn by Si^filHpd- Write tJ^iS?,..., vt). For x e 73 we can write Jfi(x), the

Jacobian of/y at x, in block form as follows :

0

Jfi(x) = 0 PiXl'-

WJtet | sfjdxj
Here 7 is the « — 1 x n — 1 identity matrix. From this we see that the first n — 1

components of v¡ are v¡,..., vf ~1 and so the sequences (v\) must converge for

/= 1,..., n— 1. The «th component is vf-pjSfr-i and so (v"-sfi-i) converges. From

4.6 we see that sfi divides dfUj(q/)/dxt for tfkn— 1 and so lim,..^ vtfefij(ql)/dxt=0

for t^n — 1. Thus the components of t> are given by

v¡ = lim ûf for j ^ «— 1,
1-.00

vn = p,-lim vf-sfi-i,
1-.CO

vt = Pifu'iP') • lim ffr-ifv-1   for / > n.
1-.00

Here p = ip', 0) as usual. The above equations define a plane so we are done.
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6. Smooth attaching along J. Before going to the definition of smooth attaching

we need to introduce a bit more machinery. Let Gm,n be the grassmannian of «-planes

in Cm through 0, and let Gm~1,n'1 be the associated projective grassmannian. For

K, L e Gm-n we have

6.1. Definition. \K, L\*= supueK- inf„eL \u, v\*.

The reader is referred to [3] for the properties of | , |*. Let W<= F be a sub-

manifold of dimension « — 1, and yeW.

6.2. Definition. We will say that V attaches smoothly to W near y if we can

find coordinates (x¡) for Cm and a neighborhood TV of y so that

(a) W c\N={xe TV: x¡ = 0 for i^n}.

(h) We have a special branched covering (TV, jr, D), defined by the «2—« plane

H={x e Cm : x¡ = 0 for i£n}, with B(N, tt)= W n TV.

(c) Let  Vj he the global branches of TVj,. Then  Vj n W= TV n W and for

each j there is a holomorphic function aj: V¡C\ W^-CXn.Xm such that if

p: Cm -> CXn.Xm is the coordinate projection then forzeW

C3(Vj, z) = {v e Cm : P(v) = aa'(z) for a e C}.

(d) For x e Vj— W let 7Xx) be CXl.Xa_1 cross the line spanned by p(x). Then

given e>0 there is S>0 such that if \p(x)\ < 8 then \p(x), a*(x)|*<eand

\T(x),T(Vj,x)\*<e.

Here x is defined by x = (x, p(x)).

Set Wx= Wr\ Sg Fand define W^ as in 3.2. Let

W2 = [W n (Sg V-J)] u r u   wp\.
lfc<Jl-l 1

6.3. Proposition. If y e W- W2 then V attaches smoothly to W near y.

Proof. The proposition is trivial if y e V— Sg V so suppose y e Sg V. From the

definition of W2 we see that W= Sg V near y and yeJ. We can take (TV, 77, D) as in

the preceding parts of this section so (a) and (b) hold. To conform to our previous

usage in §5, we will write S for W n TV. From the proof of 5.8 we see that, for each

Vj, Ks(Vj) is a sub-line bundle of S x CXn.Xm. By shrinking 2) we can take of to be

sections of these bundles. Since 2^(1^, y) = C3(Vf, y)and His transverse to C3(V¡-, y)

we see that the first component of a' cannot vanish and so we can normalize a1 so

that its just component is identically 1. (c) now follows from 5.2.

We may replace TV with an open subset TV' with y e TV' and N'<=N. If the first

condition in (d) did not hold on TV' then we could find e > 0 and x e TV such that

there is a sequence (x^V¡ — S for some y with (x¡) -> x and \p(x¡), c¡;'(x¡)|*^e.

Since a' is continuous and a1(x) = Kx(Vj, x) this is a contradiction. For the second

condition note that |C4(F,, x), T(V¡, x)|*<e/2 for \p(x)\ sufficiently small. This

follows easily by contradiction from all the definitions of C4( V, x). On the other

hand one sees from the argument above that

\T(x), CXl.Xn_, x Ks(Vj, x)|n* < e/2   for |p(x)| small.

Since I , I* satisfies the "triangle inequality" this completes the proof.
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In [3] Whitney proved a result similar to 6.3 (Proposition 14.4). However his

proof did not show that the set of points G<= Wnear which Fdid not attach smoothly

to IF was an analytic subset of W. Whitney conjectured that this was so and that G

would be defined intrinsically by F and W. Our proof shows that G is at least

contained in such a set.

6.4. Definition. Let V, W be as above. We say that V is regular over W if for

xeW

(a) If there is (p¡)<= V- Sg V with (p,) -> x and T( V, Pj) -> F then F( W, x)<= T.

(b) If there are (/>,)<= F-Sg F, (t,)^W, (a^C with (/>,)->*, (t,)-+x,

(T(V,p,)) -> T and afip, - t,) -> v then veT

It follows easily from the proof of 6.3 (condition (d)) that V is regular over

W— W2. In particular if dim Sg V=n- 1 then F-Sg F and / form the first two

strata in a regular stratification of V. (See [3] for details on stratification.) By using

Whitney's technique of "cutting down dimensions" one can show that if W is

a submanifold of dimension s then each xeW has a neighborhood TV which con-

tains an analytic set V with dim V=s+ 1 such that V attaches smoothly to W on

the complement of an analytic subset W of W. Using this one can modify the proof

of Lemma 13.5 in [3] to show the existence of "smooth wings" from W— IF into V.

As in [3, 13.5] we may avoid a given analytic subset of V. The details of this argu-

ment are left to the reader.

7. Normal pseudoflatness and semi-analytic fibration. We continue the notation

introduced in §§4 and 5. We wish to obtain an alternative formulation of the fact

that 7í"s( V¡) is a line bundle. To do this we introduce the notion of a blow up.

Given x e Cm we can write it as x = (a(x), ß(x)) with a(x) e CXl.Xn_± and

ß(x)eCXn.Xm. Let j»"1-"-1 be the projective space defined by CXn.Xm and

p: CXn.Xm—(0) -» z»"1-"-1 the canonical projection.

7.1. Definition, (a) Bl={(x, v)eCmxPm-n-1: for v'ep-\v), rank (xSix))<2}.

(b) Bl* is the closure of Bl-{xeCm : ß(x)=0}xPm-n-1 in CxF»-"-1.

(c) Vf = Bl* n (VjxPm-n~1) for each/

As observed in [3], Bl and Bl* are analytic subsets oí CmxPm~n'1 and so if we

write TV= VC\U, for Uopen in Cm, we have Vf an analytic subset of UxPm~n~1.

Vf is the closure of {(x, v) e F^xF"1""-1: ß(x)=£0 and (p-ß)(x) = v). From this we

see that

7.2. p-\V?n{xeCm : ß(x)=0}xP^—i) = [Ks(Vj)-(0)]xCXl.*„_,.     For

x g S, (x) x Ks(Vjt x) is the normal cone of s in V, at x, as defined in [11].

(This depends upon an identification of the above with Hironaka's method of

blowing up. We will not go into this here.) It now follows from §5 that

7.3. Proposition. The normal cone of s in V, is a line bundle for eachj.

We may form V* as above. It is easy to see that V* = (j, Vf, and so the normal

cone of j in Fat x is (x) x KS(V, x). Thus for each xe S, the normal cone of s in V
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at x is of constant dimension. This constancy of dimension is what Hironaka calls

normal pseudoflatness of V along s. Since / can be taken to be the stratum of co-

dimension 1 in a regular stratification of V the above is a special case of the main

result of [11]. There it is shown that given a regular stratification of an analytic

set, the set is normally pseudoflat along each stratum.

In order to relate the above to the notion of normal-flatness introduced in [13]

we have the following definition.

7.4. Definition. Let X, Y be analytic sets and/: X-*- Y be a holomorphic map.

fis said to be flat if, for any ye Y and xef~1(y), the map/*: <9y,v^*<9x.x defines

a flat CVi3,-module.

7.5. Proposition. The map f: KS(V) -*■ S, given by restriction of the projection

SxCXn.Xm-*S,isflat.

Proof. Since KS(V) is a holomorphic family of cones, it determines an analytic

set 2v<=1SxPm"n-1. (See the remarks following 5.5.) Projection on S induces a

map /: K —> S which represents K as a branched cover of S. As in §5 we see that

Ks( V) is isomorphic to K x C in such a way that if tt: Ks(V)-> K is given by pro-

jection, we have/=/° 77. By Theorem 2 in [10] the map tt is flat. For yeS, and

x ef~1(y), set v(x) = dimension of C<S>c¡Sv &K¡X and v(y) = 2*e7 - \v> v(x)- From 5.6

and 5.8 one knows that if (K¡) are the global branches of K then/|2vy is biholo-

morphic. One sees easily that this implies v is constant (and equals the number of

branches). By Theorem 1 in [10] this implies that /is flat, and so/is also flat.

We will conclude this section with a result that describes the topology of V near

a point of J.

Let H be as in 4.3(a). We may assume that U=Sx U, where U1 = U n H.

7.6. Definition. A map y : ¿7'-> U will be called a semi-analytic fibration for TV if

(a) cp is a homeomorphism;

(b) <p\(x) x U-L is biholomorphic for all xeS;

(c) cp|(0) x Ux and cplSx (0) are just the inclusion maps;

(d) for y eUu if <p(S x (y)) n TV is not empty then <p(S x (y)) c TV.

7.7. Proposition. There is a semi-analytic fibration for TV.

Proof. Let Ui=Ur\CXl.XliXi for i=n+l,.. .,m, and let (77% (Tr¡) and 77

denote the extensions of the maps defined in 2.6 and 2.7 to the appropriate ambi-

ent spaces. We note that the hypotheses of Theorem 12.1 in [2] are only used to

obtain branched covers with the same properties as the (V1,77¡, D). Thus for each /'

we have a semi-analytic fibration cp,: U* -> U* with 77, ° 95,: Ut -*■ D given by pro-

jection on the first «-coordinates. Because of this compatibility the <p¡ define a map

cp: U-+ U. That 7.6(a), (b) and (c) hold for <p is immediate, from the fact that they

hold for each i. Since 77' : F->- V* is a homeomorphism (d) also holds, so we are done.

7.8. Corollary. Let V^ = Hr\ V. <p(Sx V^)=V and so V is topologically a

product.
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Proof. From 7.6(c) we have <p((0)x F¿) = ((0) x F¿). Let veF¿ then (0,y)

e cp(S x (y)) n F and so <p(S x (y))<= V. Since this is true for all y, tp(S x V$)<=- V. On

the other hand for x e {x e D : xn = 0} then (n o ç>)- 1(jc) r\(Sx F¿) and n~*(x) n F

both contain precisely/? distinct points and so tp(Sx F¿ — (0))= V—S. Combining

this with 7.6(c) completes the proof.
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